
Autocare Technician 

How can a Autocare Technician apprentice benefit my business?

Who is the Autocare Technician apprenticeship for?

What will it cost the business to take on an apprentice?

How is the ‘20% off-the-job’ training delivered?
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Classroom 

Activity

Apprenticeships are an excellent way to support your organisation by harnessing new and 
motivated talent whilst developing employees who have skills tailored to your business needs. 

This apprenticeship is aimed at learners 16+ who wish to work in the autocare industry, carrying 
out a range of services and repairs to cars, car derived vans and light goods vehicles.

Levy-paying employers in England can use funds in their Apprenticeship Service Account to fund 
apprenticeship training costs.

Non-levy paying employers: The government will fund between 95% - 100%* of the cost of 
training an apprentice.

*This depends on how many people are employed within the company, the age of the apprentice 
and also if they have been in care or have a Local Authority Education, Health and Care Plan 
(EHCP).

80%

10%
10%

Duration
Typically 30 months
Levy Cost £12,000
Non-Levy Cost 
Fully funded or 5% (£600)



Functional Skills

End Point Assessment

The Learner Journey

Progression

If your apprentice does not hold a GCSE 4/5 or equivalent in English and maths, they will 
be required to complete functional skills. Delivery options will be agreed upon before the 
commencement of the apprenticeship.

The EPA tests and validates the knowledge, skills and behaviours that an apprentice has gained 
during their training and demonstrates the competence of an apprentice in their role. This 
assessment for the Autocare Technician apprenticeship consists of:

• Knowledge test
• Practical observations
• Professional review (supported by portfolio)

Successful completion of the apprenticeship will allow for progression onto a Level 3 Light Vehicle 
Maintenance programme or employment as a Motor Vehicle Fitter/Fast fit Technician. 

Qualification and Professional Membership

On completion of this Standard the Auto-care Technician will be eligible to apply for IMI 
membership as a Registered Young Professional or if they wish as an Associate Member. They 
would also gain entry onto the IMI Professional Register.

Classroom Delivery 

Apprentices will attend college for 6 hours per week for a combination of theory and practical 
learning.

Month 1 Sign-up and induction Skills scan and induction

Months 2 - 26 On programme Functional skills . Practical and theory 
workshops . Portfolio building . 
Progress reviews . Skill, knowledge and 
behaviour development.

Months 2 - 26 Apprenticeship workshops

Months 27-29 Gateway to EPA Gateway exams . Mock EPA

Month 30 EPA Knowledge test . Professional 
discussion . Practical skills test.


